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Have you learned
your lesson yet?
by Tamara Rozental and Erika
Merschrod
Seventeen US soldiers have died in
Somalia since the United Nations sent in
troops. A glance through any newspaper
is guaranteed to show the suffering of
UN soldiers, shot and killed by General
Aidid's followers. As usual, the US media neglects to illustrate the atrocities
committed by UN forces against Somalis. Somehow the deaths of US soldiers
are being blamed on General Aidid, as if
he had invited the troops into Somalia.
Once again the UN (or is it the US?) has
taken upon itself to impose democracy
through military intervention, violating
in the process the principles of national
sovereignty as set forth by their predecessor, the League of Nations.
What began as a humanitarian mission has become a personal confrontation between the "undefeatable" and the
undefeated. Viet Nam, anyone? For vari-

ety's sake let's consider other, more recent, examples.
The fight against Communism justified many US interventions, including
those in Chile and El Salvador. In these
cases, the US found it necessary to pour
in billions of dollars in aid to maintain
military dictatorships, only to withdraw
its support when confronted with undeniable evidence of human rights violations.
The Pinochet government in Chile was
created by and for the United States to
block the Communist "crusade" in the
Americas. In the same way, a series of
puppet presidents were kept in office in
El Salvador by the United States to protect "democracy." Only after these carefully planned policies claimed tens of
thousands of lives did the United States
feel obligated to retreat.
In Panama, drugs were the excuse for
US military action against Noriega's
continued on p3

Puerto Rico: statehood or independence!
by Laura Pedraza
On Saturday October 16 a forum on
the Puerto Rican Plebiscite was held in
Chase Auditorium. Puerto Ricancitizens
will vote on November 14 to either become an independent state, remain a commonwealth of the United States, or to
become the 51st state. Speaking at the
forum were Dr. Celina Romany, a lawyer and professor from the City University of New York Law
School, Dr. Jorge Rodriguez Beruff from the
University of Puerto Rico,
and Dr. Pedro A. Caban
from Rutgers University.
First Dr. Caban presented his analysis of the
different issues raised by
the upcoming plebiscite.
He began by remarking
that Puerto Ricans for over
a century now have
wanted to trulydefinetheir
political status. Since being annexed by the United States after
the Spanish-American War of 1898,
Puerto Ricans have debated their status
and relationship to the United States. Dr.
Caban referred to Puerto Rico's present
political status as "nebulous," yet he
emphasized that this current condition
will not be changed by the upcoming
plebiscite. He called the plebiscite a

"beauty contest," among the three parties: the Partido Nuevo Progresista (PNP)
supporting statehood, the Partido Popular Democratico(PPD)supportinga commonwealth
and
the
Partido
Independentista Puertorriqueno (PIP),
supporting independence.
The November plebiscite came about
as a result of the controversy resulting
from a bill introduced in 1989 by Senator
Bennett Johnson. Senator Johnson, working in conjunction with
Puerto Rican government
officials, wanted to create
a bill that would respect
any decision the Puerto
Rican people made regarding their political status. This bill was supported by all three parties
in Puerto Rico but found
little support in the U.S.
Congress. The U.S. House
of Representatives created
and passed its own bill
which supported Puerto
Rico taking a more gradual path towards
eventual self-determination. It called for
first a plebiscite, then secondly for the
participation of all parties in the creation
of a bill for possible change in the political status of Puerto Rico, and finally for a
vote from the residents of the island.
Senator Johnson's bill encountered
opposition because many members of
Congress felt that it gave too much sup-

port to statehood. Conservative groups
in the United States mounted a tremendous campaign to prevent Puerto Rico
from becoming a state, emphasizing that
Puerto Ricans have a distinct culture and
would not assimilate easily into American society. Most of these groups opposed statehood because they felt it
would lead to massive migrations of
Puerto Ricans to the United States. They

also did not want to give Puerto Rico the
political power in Congress, namely
seven congressional and two senatorial
seats, believing that these members
would most likely ally with liberal Congressional caucuses.
Dr. Caban emphasized that all three
political parties support closer economic
ties to the United States. Those supportcow tinued on p3

More on female genital
mutilation: why it is practiced
by Laura Brower
In the last issue of the College News, as
you may or may not recall, I offered a
limited overview of the practise of female genital mutilation, its nature and
consequences, psychological and otherwise on the women which have been
subjected to it. You were left without
explanation as to the reasons used to
justify the horror of it all. To incite you to
consider the rest of this article, I will
merely cite Hannah Lightfoot-Klein who
here describes one of her interviews, that
conducted with Mr. Nakasoub, "an influential Muslim leader in Port Sudan"
at the time in which she writes.
"He assured me that there was nothing in the Koran about the pharaonic
[infibulationj... He himself was 'very

much against that barbarous practice,
the pharaonic,' and in his religious capacity advocated the mildest form of the
sunna. Did he have any daughters? Indeed he had. What had been done about
them? They had all been pharaonized.
How was this possible in view of his
stated beliefs? One could not go against
custom, he said. Custom was too strong
in the people. No one could defy custom. "
As is suggested by the above, the reasons for female genital mutilation are
deep-seated within the cultures of the
tribes that practice it. Linked to superstition and ignorance, the reasons appear
somewhat incomprehensible and irrational. For example, one of the primary
motivating factors is that it is argued that
continued on p6
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EDITORIAL
The news
Just came in
From the County of Keck
That a very small bug
By the name of Van Vleck
Is yawning so wide
You can look down his neck.
This may not seem
Very important, I know.
But it is. So I'm bothering
Jelling you so.

October 19,1993

JOIN AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL

by Elizabeth Lyzenga

The annual Amnesty International Philadelphia Area Conference will take place this
Sunday, October 24, at Villanova University in Bartley Hall. The conference is geared
toward current members of A I, but anyone interested is welcome. There is a five
dollar registration fee, and for information, call one of the following numbers: 6429016, 525-7559, or 492-9657. After registration and opening remarks there are two
sessions of workshops: the first session includes Building and sustaining a Student
Al Group, High School Advisors Workshop. International Human Rights: Holding
Governments Accountable, and The Rights of Indigenous Peoples; the second
includes Making and Using Legislative Contacts. Open Discussion on Attitudes
Toward the Death Penalty, Children's Rights, and The Growing Refugee Crisis. The
conference will conclude with a keynote lecture by Sheila Dauer, AIUSA director of
campaigns, and a former "disappeared" prisoner of conscience, entitled The Lives
Behind the Lies, AI's new campaign to reappear the disappeared. Check the next
issue of the College News for reviews of this conference, as well as news about the
current campaign against the death penalty in the United States.

A yawn is quite catching, you see. Like a cough.
It just takes one yawn to start other yawns off.
NOW the news has come in that some friends of Van Vleck's
Are yawning so wide you can look down their necks.

-Dr. Seuss, Sleep Book
We leave you to discover the link between
these lines by Seuss and the present condition of
our campus. Yawn. -Erika and Laura.
Due to a system error we could not print the
Sisterhood article in this issue. Our most
sincere apologies to Kelli Ford.
photo by Sara Garwood
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The deadline for the next issue of The College News is Friday, October
29 at 5:00 pm. Letters and articles should be sent to our mailbox (C-1716
). or placed outside our Denbigh office. All submissions should be on a
Mac disk; disks will be returned (we promise). We will accept articles
written by women and letters from men. All opinions expressed in articles
and letters are those of the authors only and are not representative of the
opinions of the Ed board. Come to the Wednesday night meetings at 8:00
p.m., or call one of the editors if you are interested in contributing to the
news.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The College News is a feminist
newsjournal which serves as a source of information and
self-expression for the Bryn Mawr community. Recognizing that
feminism is a collective process, we attempt to explore issues of
interest to all women, both as members of this college and of the
larger world community. Through this continuing dialogue, we
seek to promote communication and understanding and to foster
self-confidence and independence in expression.

JUNK MAIL, YOU
KNOW I HATE IT
by Kimberly Blessing
There was a time when I was so fed up
with the way things were at home that I
couldn't wait till I got to college to escape
them. The constant telephone calls, having to cook, having to take out the trash
at 6 a.m.—I just had to leave as soon as
possible. But the biggest thing that annoyed me about home was the post office. I hate junka mail.
I not only hate junk mail for environmental reasons, but also because it's a big
pain in my mail box. I love getting mail
and to go home everyday and have to
search through stacks of junk to even
find out whether or not I received anything of interest really would annoy me.
Unless I had requested it, I didn't want it.
And so now I'm at school. I'm so close
to home that mail isn't what I usually
expect to receive, so I don't check my
mail box everyday. But when I do, I get
very, very angry.
This flyer and that flyer, announcing
everything from parties to conferences
or asking for this or that, your opinion, et
cetera. It's driv/ng me absolutely batty!
I don't unde.'stand why everyone in
the school needs to receive these flyers

by the dozen that more than likely end
up in the trash. A bulletin board, of which
there are many on campus—is the perfect place for these things to be posted.
The people here on campus, I believe,
want to keep themselves up to date and
do read what is posted quite frequently.
So why thousands of papers?
After all, why should the people in the
mail office have to stuff all of those papers in our boxes? Instead, they could be
stuffing our mailboxes with things that
we actually have requested—catalogues
and newsletters. Instead I spend my valuable searching through boxes of old catalogues looking for the one I ordered only
to never find it, figuring someone else
got to it first.
So here's what I'm going to do. Have
all my mail sent home again. That way
someone else can sort through it and I'll
get it on the weekends. I'll still get all the
mail I want, without all the excess junk
mail. Then again, I do miss those super
saver coupons when I go shopping....
The author of this piece hopes that the
departments of Bryn Mawr will regard
her disapproval of the excess waste of
paper with seriousness..
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Yankee go
home!!
continued from pi
government. Now really, the US never '
would have spent that kind of money |
and effort or killed as many people on
a botched-up dom«//cdrugcampaign.
The truth of the matter is that the US |
felt threatened when formerly-US-,
backed Noriega finally took a stand.
The sequel to "Operation Just'
Cause" was the "liberation" of Ku-,
wait. Kuwait's national sovereignty i
was violated, giving the UN cause to '
take action. However, turning the con-,
frontation into President Bush's per-1
sonal victory was uncalled for. Be-'
sides, if the US hadn't turned these [
leaders into political giants and supplied them with arms and money, the
problems in all of these countries,
wouldn't have existed in the first
place.
Those of us expecting radical
changes with the Clinton administration were sorely disappointed by
Anthony Lake's definition of its foreign policy. A recent speech at Johns
Hopkins University reaffirmed the
United States' primary concern as the
protection of democracy at any cost.
This is indeed the strategy adopted
by the Clinton government regarding
Haiti. Continuing President Bush's
pledge to interfere, the current administration is still trying to restore
the popularly-elected Reverend Aristide to power with no regard for the
country's sovereignty. The ultimate
hypocrisy lies in turning away Haitian refugees from US ports of entry
while enforcing economic sanctions
and sending in troops. Once again,
using democracy to insure US political and economic interests is unacceptable. Some countries just want
to be left alone.
So intervention as a foreign policy
has been a failure at best. The killings
and disappearances continue, and numerous changes in government have
rendered the regions more unstable.
Clearly it's time for reevaluation of
the US role as the "liberator" of the
world, especially when considering i
action to be taken in Bosnia. Let's not
allow humanitarian efforts there to
turn into another imperialist campaign.
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Puerto Rico: Commonwealth,
Statehood, or Independence?
continued from pi
ing statehood say they can increase economic aid through government representation. Those supporting a commonwealth feel they can get the same economic aid but still retain Puerto Rico's
cultural identity. Even those that call for
independence feel that their economic
ties to the U.S. can be enhanced. Dr.
Caban feels that the current movement
towards questioning Puerto Rico's po-

Those [people] supporting a
commonwealth feel that
they can... still retain Puerto
Rico's cultural identity.
litical status is driven more by the motives of the Puerto Rican political elites,
who generally look to strengthen their
economic relationship with the United
States. He feels that these elites are not
looking to truly transform the current
government.
Next Dr. Rodriguez Beruff provided
his own views on the current debate. He
remarked that the plebiscite will really
be a contest between the PNP (statehood) and the PPD (commonwealth).
He feels the upcoming plebiscite is closely
intertwined with the recent elections.
Many Puerto Ricans feel that since the
PPD was defeated in the last elections,
the plebiscite will demonstrate overwhelming support for statehood.
In his discussion, Dr. Rodriguez Beruff provided a historical perspective to
the debate. He emphasized the importance of Puerto Rico to the United States
as a strategic military base. He commented that in 1936, a bill was introduced in the U.S. Congress by Senator
Tidings calling for Puerto Rican independence. The lack of support for the bill
and its eventual rejection demonstrated
how much the U.S. wanted to retain a
military presence in the Caribbean, especially in the face of the Cold War. The
controversy resulting from this bill led

unuuutnTiTn

to the referendum of 1952 that created a
constitution and designated Puerto Rico
as a Free Associated State.
Even with this bill, the debate escalated as European colonies in Asia and
Africa gained independence. With the
rest of the world de-colonizing people
began to pay closer attention to the true
relationship between the United States
and Puerto Rico. Eventually a plebiscite
was held in 1967, which showed an unbinding support for all three parties. The
United States government would not
accept any change in its relationship to
Puerto Rico at that time, considering it
was the height of the Cold War and most
importantly, considering the Communist threat posed by Fidel Castro's government in Cuba.
Dr. Rodriguez Beruff pointed out that
the current debate over Puerto Rico's
political status comes at a critical point in

The Cold War is over, the
Central American wars
have ended and Cuba has
been weakened.
history. The Cold War is over, the Central American wars have ended and Cuba
has been weakened.
In spite of these changing conditions,
many feel the United States wants to
retain its military bases in Puerto Rico.
Indeed the senatorial opposition to the
independence movement's stance against
any foreign military presence on the island supports this view. Dr. Rodriguez
Beruff emphasized that as long as Puerto
Rico remains strategically important to
the United States, it will never be able to
obtain true sovereignty.
In her analysis, Dr. Celina Romany
underscored the importance of international law to the current debate. She questions the legitimacy of the ongoing political process, feeling that some supervision by international players is necessary in order to "transcend" the self inter-

ests of the political parties. She believes
these parties have only perpetuated their
own interests, not keeping touch with
community groups and grass roots move-

Some supervision by
international players is
necessary in order to
'transcend' the self
interests of the political
parties.
ments. International law must play a key
role to guarantee that a democratic framework will be established to voice the
popular will.
Dr. Romany is currently part of a group
that has mounted a lawsuit which questions the constitutionality of the whole
political process. With this lawsuit, Dr.
Romany hopes to bring to light how politicized the plebiscite has become. She
feels that the three parties have been
extremely effective in dominating the
process to the exclusion of other groups.
Her group is asking for equal participation of all groups in the political process
and access of everyone to the ballot.
Dr. Romany believes it is important to
include the Puerto Ricans who are citizens of the United States in the political
process. She pointed out that many of
the Puerto Ricans in the U.S. were forced
to migrate here after the referendum of
1952, when those who were unemployed
were expelled from the island. She feels
that Puerto Ricans in this country can
influence the current process by petitioning their representatives in Congress
to truly support Puerto Rico's right to
self-determination. In spite of the complexity of the debate, all three speakers
agreed that the outcome of the upcoming
plebiscite will determine, above anything
else, which party most Puerto Ricans feel
will best govern the island at this particular time.

In the news... a compendium of national news
compiled by Jennifer Wilks
Judge Denies Request to Remove
Third Juror in Denny Trial
Friday, October 15, Superior Court
Judge John Ouderkirk denied a request
from defense lawyers to remove another
juror in the Reginald Denny beating trial.
Grounds for the request were incompetence and misconduct. The defense had
earlier tried to remove the same juror
during testimony. Defense attorneys alleged unsuccessfully that juror#104 came
to the aid of the prosecution during the
trial.
This most recent motion followed the
removal of two other jurors, a black
woman and a white man, earlier this
week. Both were replaced with alternates.
With each change, the jury was required to begin new deliberations. Edi
Faal, attorney for defendant Damian
Williams, insisted that the request was
not racially motivated. Juror #104 is
white. The racial composition of the jury
now stands at 4 blacks, 4 Hispanics, 2
Asian-American, and 2 whites.
Williams co-defendant Henry Watson,
both black, are on trial for crimes against
white trucker Reginald Denny and other
people during the 1992 Los Angeles ri-

ots. If convicted, they could face life in
prison.
AP and Reuters
Supreme Court Tackles Sexual
Harassment Issue
Wednesday, for the "first time in seven
years," the Supreme Court faced the issue of sexual harassment in the workplace. The case now before the court is
that for Teresa Harris, a Tennessee
woman, and her employer, Forklift Systems Inc. Harris alleges that Charles
Hardy, president of the company, verbally harassed her.
The debate centers around the question of what exactly constitutes sexual
harassment. Each of the three attorneys
involved in the case offered different
interpretations. Irwin Venick, counsel for
Harris, argued that precedent has defined harassment as what a "reasonable
person in her post" considers offensive.
Jeffrey Minearof the state department
argued that Harris must prove that
Hardy's actions increased the difficulty
of doing her job as well as denied her
"right todiscriminate-free employment."
Stanley Chernau, attorney for Forklift
Systems, concurred.
When pressed by Justice Antonin Scalia
to explain what constitutes harassment,

Minear was "rescued" by new justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who responded,
"One sex has to put up with something
that the other sex does not have to put up
with." Notably quiet throughout the debate was Justice Clarence Thomas.
The Supreme Court is expected to reach
a decision on the case early next year.
AP
Hillary Clinton Optimistic About
Health Care Plan
Addressing a group of education and
business leaders in New York last week,
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton stated
that a consensus on health care reform is
"emerging" in Congress. Although she
admitted that the plan would not exactly
glide through Congress, she said that
members from the political right, left,
and center are coming to an agreement
"around the big issues." Mrs Clinton
told the members of the Committee for
Economic Development in New York
that the current plan was selected by the
president because it was believed to
"cause the least disruption, involve the
least bureaucracy," and be "the most
familiar to Americans."
Earlier in the day, Mrs. Clinton said
that health care reform must be passed
before Congress adjourns for the year.
Reuters

Rival health care legislation proposed
by Republicans
Led by Texas Senator Phil Gramm,
conservative Republicans have proposed
an alternate health care plan, which features "Medical Savings Accounts" similar to IRA plans. The bill has no Democratic sponsors, yet Gramm and colleagues remain optimistic that dissatisfied Americans will seek an alternative
to the Clinton health care proposal.
Through the "Medical Savings Accounts," employers and employees
would contribute to a central fund, which
would in turn pay for catastrophic health
insurance. Contributions left in the account at year's end could be withdrawn
by employees. The plan also includes a
specific "high-risk pool for people with
pre-existing conditions" who are presently unable to buy coverage. The government would subsidize their costs.
"Stiff penalties" would be instituted for
people who are able to purchase their
own insurance but do not do so. According to estimates, the plan would cost
$144 billion over the span of five years,
but result in $190 billion in savings.
Gramm says that overall the program
would contribute approximately $46 billion "toward deficit reduction."
AP
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The Students Curriculum Committee announces:
THE STUDENTS IN RESEARCH DAY
by Laura Brower
Few of you actually gain insight into
the activities of the Student Curriculum
Committee, but believe me when I tell
you that it is hard work. Heated debate
has surrounded issues such as limited
enrollment, the approaching reform of
Freshmen English and diversity within
the curriculum. We invite you to regularly read the minutes posted in each
dorm, in order to keep abreast of recent
events. You are of course welcome to
attend meetings which take place on
Mondays from 8:30 to 9:30 in CC210.
Here however, 1 am not to present the
purport of these discussions, but to announce one of the main activities in which
the Student Curriculum Committee is
engaged. A group of us poor dedicated
college students are to organize what we
have dubbed the Students in Research
Day, which is to take place Saturday
April 23,1994.
The project issued out of the concern,
expressed over the past year during meetings, that students are unable to share
with the community the fascinating research work accomplished during their

time at Bryn Mawr. In the past, a restricted number of students have been
asked to make presentations to the Board
of Trustees which were duly performed.
That is all well and fine, but what about
the rest of us, who may find much to be
gained from the work of others? A mine

A mine of untapped knowledge and learning has been left
of untapped knowledge and learning has
been left ignored and unexplored. Independent studies, theses, experiences during Junior Year Abroad.... The Students
in Research Day is designed to fill that
void.
Given this intention, it has appeared to
us that the scope of our project should be
as large as possible. The Students in Research Day will therefore be tri-college.
In part, the objective is to lend some sort
of reality to the tri-college community so
well advertised in Bryn Mawr's admis-

sions brochure. Essentially, though, we
hope that the event should be as high
quality as possible. The project will lead
none of us anywhere if the presentations
are not as coherent, challenging or intelligent as they could be. Hence the need to
draw from a pool of applicants as large as
possible.
At present, those in charge of the operation are attempting to establish contacts with Haverford College and
Swarthmore College. Publicity of the
event will be stepped up by the end of
this month in order to attract members of
the tri-college community to the event.
We would like to encourage all to consider giving a talk in one of their areas of
interest. The experience will be valuable
not only to the presenters, who will be
able to develop their ability to speak in
public, but also to the audience, which
will be able to expand its horizons.
If you are so enthused by the project,
which I hope you will be, that you can't
but help volunteer, feel free to contact
either Ira Fursman(X7648 C-1602)orme
(X7678 C-1216). As for the details, I refer
you to the proposal, which you will find
printed somewhere around this article.

Proposal drawn by the Student Curriculum
Committee: Guidelines for the exciting event
Proposal for the Students in Research
Day submitted by the Bryn Mawr Students Curriculum Committee
Over the years, the Student Curriculum Committee has often addressed the
necessity for students to be able to present their independent research work to
the community at large. In light of this
concern, the Student Curriculum Committee intends to plan a tri-college student forum, which would serve as a
medium of intellectual exchange for students of Bryn Mawr College, Haverford
College and Swarthmore College. The
event would be called Students in Research Day. It would allow for students
of all three academic divisions to present
their research work, conducted independently or jointly with a faculty member. Asa result, the forum would encouragestudent participation in research and
develop their ability to speak in public.
The event in and of itself would prove
truly exciting and challenging to all.
In April 1994, Bryn Mawr College
would host the Students in Research Day.
In 1995, either Haverford College or
Swarthmore College will hold the event,
thus establishing the tradition.
1) Planning for Fall Semester 1993
a) The Organizational Committee for the
Students in Research Day would consist
of at least ten people. This would include
two student heads (for the year to come,
Laura Brower and Ira Fursman), three
Bryn Mawr College students, one from
each academic division, one student representative from Haverford College and
another from Swarthmore College, and
perhaps three Bryn Mawr College faculty members, one from each academic
division.
b) In the fall, the Committee will make
presentations to the following organizations and committees:
—the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
—the Undergraduate Faculty and Student Curriculum Committee
—the Major Representatives Council
—the Haverford College and
Swarthmore College equivalents of the
Bryn Mawr College Student Curriculum
Committee and Undergraduate Faculty
and Student Curriculum Committee
—the Self Government Association
We would seek cooperation, support and
funding as well as solicit the participa-

tion of all.
c) Wide publicity of the event will prove
a prerequisite forsuccess. The first stuffer,
which will provide information concerning the forum, will be distributed during
the week of Oct. 27th. A question and
answer session will be conducted around
November 8th, in order to respond to
questions and concerns. A second stuffer,
explaining in full the application process, will be sent to students towards the
end of November. Further publicity will
include posters, comment boards, articles
in college newspapers etc.
d) An application would consist of a
three page long proposal, outlining the
important aspects of the presentation.
The application should include comments from a faculty member in the division.
2) Planning for Spring Semester 1994
a) The deadline would fall January 31st.
The Committee will examine and evaluate the proposals. Deficient proposals
may be rewritten and submitted a second time.
b) Furthermore, all students, whose proposals will have been accepted, will be
interviewed. This process will serve as a
"charisma test." Of course, criteria will
need to be defined. After interviews, the
selection process will be complete and all
student participants notified.
c) The organizational committee will
begin to plan forfurther events surrounding the Students in Research Day. Special
transportation between the three colleges
would be necessary in order to ensure
attendance to the event.
d) A few weeks before the event, efforts
to publicize the forum will be stepped
up. A precise calendar of events of the
day will be composed and distributed to
students, faculty and staff of the tri-college community. The hour and location
of each presentation will be specified.
3) The Students in Research Day
a) The Students in Research Day will take
place on Saturday, April 23, 1994, from
10am to 5pm with a one-hour lunch break
from 12:30pm to 1:30pm.
b) The forum will begin with a short
address by President McPherson if possible in Thomas Great Hall at 9:30am. All
presentations will take place in the Physical Sciences Building. One auditorium

will be devoted to each division. The
students and the faculty members, who
represented each division on the Organizational Committee, will preside over
each auditorium and facilitate discussion.
c) The time limit for each presentation
will be 30 minutes, which will include
approximately 20 minutes of presentation and 10 minutes of question and answer session. Five minute breaks between
presentations will permit the audience
to move from auditorium to auditorium.

TO CONFRONT IS
NOT TO THREAT
by Catherine Partridge
I'd like to bring up an issue that the
Honor Board has been talking about a lot
recently: the way we use the phrase
" Honor Code violations." We've all heard
someone in this community say, "It's an
Honor Code violation if you do...."
There's evidence of it all around campus:
signs are posted on doors that say it's an
HonorCode violation if you prop a door;
anyone working on a resume at Career
Development may read a notice saying
that exaggeration on that resume constitutes a violation of the Code; signs appear on dorm refrigerators telling us that
stealing food is a violation etc. Basically
people are using the Code as a power
trip.PLEASEDON'TUSETHEPHRASE,
" VIOL ATION OF THE HONOR CODE,"
ASA THREAT. That's not the purpose of
the Code. Yes, it's obviously a very bad
idea to prop doors or falsify a resume or
take someone else's stuff from the refrigerator.
The purpose of our Honor Code is to
foster respect between the members of
our community. Let's not forget that our
Code is a product of a community whose
value for the respect of the individual
was influential long before anyone attempted to capture it in writing. We are
all responsible for our Code, but using it
as a threat shuts down dialogue before it
can even begin. It simply is not necessary
to speculate about whether something is
an actual violation; that'sbeside the point.
NOTHING can be considered a violation
of the Code until it goes through the
hearing process. We have to be willing to
confront each other about community
concerns in a spirit of respect, whether
we think they constitute a violation or
not.

Republicans without freedom of expression
by Alyssa Majesko
Since I have been here, I have been
asked, "What made you select Bryn
Mawr?" I always responded, "Tremendous academics, offerings at neighboring colleges, and the diversity of the student body." The moment I stepped on
this campus, I began to learn about the
glories of "Pluralism;" I have been
warned about the evils of homophobia
and racism. The existence of the "Honor
Code" delighted me and I realized that
this college offers a place for us to grow—not just intellectually but also socially.
Through the year, I have seen much
less growth in some areas. Though "political correctness" flows from everyone's
lips, I feel that there are many discriminated minorities on campus.
I belong to one of the most unnoticed
groups—Republicans. I used to think that
I was the only on campus, but I was
mistaken! There are actually a large number of us around here! I never really
considered us an "oppressed minority"
until I studied the situation. Honestly, it
is a proven fact that most college-age
students are "liberal," but I question the
foundation for that word. Is it really "liberal" to tear down campaign posters of
Republicans? Is it "liberal" to write "Die
Republican scum!!!!" on posters announcing a meeting? I was under the impression that "liberal" meant freedom for all

people, races and ideologies. I didn't
think it meant the freedom to suppress
all opinions contrary to the "ideology of
liberalism."
I have started a republican group on
campus in conjunction with the Haverford group. The majority of the response
has been positive—even a leader in the
Democrat group commended our efforts!
Some have responded with a hearty
"chortle" and others have mocked,
"There are Republicans on campus?" YES
THERE ARE!
Most Mawrters assume that republicans are "Polo-wearing preppy, greedy
capitalists!" Sure, there may be some like
that, but there really is no dress code for
Republicans. Secondly, not all Republicans snort and drool at the sight of a
dollar bill; there are many other reasons
for being republican.
At Bryn Mawr, I feel that "different"
political views are unspoken because
people immediately assume that they
are "wrong." I am sure that when we
look back on history we will see that
many things that were considered unspeakable are not acceptable. I hope that
the word "republican" will become more
"user friendly" and that people will respect our right of expression as they
would accept the rights of any other
group.
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PRIZES
PEACE

by Tamara Rozental

LITERATURE
The 1993 literature Nobel Prize was
awarded to Toni Morrison, author of
Song of Solomon, Beloved, and Jazz. Ms
Morrison is the first African American
woman to receive a Nobel Prize in literature. She now teaches creative writing at
Princeton University.

Nelson Mandela - The New York Times

CHEMISTRY

Dr. K.B. Mullis - The New York Times

Dr. M. Smith -The NewYork Times

Dr. Kary B. Mullis and Dr. Michael
Smith shared the Nobel Prize in chemistry for their contributions to the science
of genetics. Dr. Mullis, a US citizen, invented a technique^or making copies of
a single gene fragment known as the
polymerase chain reaction. His invention now allows scientists to make millions of copies of tiny amounts of DNA
(the technique behind "Jurassic Park").
Dr. Smith* a Canadian, designed a
method to alter the coding of genetic
molecules so that they will direct the
production of custom-made proteins by
thelivirig organism. The technique, calted"
oligonnucleotide-based site-directed
mutagenisis, locates specific points in
gene molecules and substitutes different
molecular codingunits for the ones naturally present.

The Nobel Prize, started by Sweden's Alfred
Nobel, the inventor of dynamite, consists of
a gold medal, a diploma, and a check for
about $845,000. The Peace Prize will be
awarded in Oslo; all other ceremonies will
take place in Stockholm.

Toni Morrison first AfricanAmerican woman to win
Nobel Prize for Literature
by Stacy Curwood
The news arrived just before we left for
fall break: Toni Morrison has been
awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.
This is the first time I can remember that
I've been personally well acquainted with
the work of a Nobel laureate. And I wholeheartedly approve of the Swedish
Academy's decision.
I had to read Beloved for the new introductory history course and then write a
paper about its value as a text. I found
that I really appreciated its simple honesty, which is something that a lot of
written work lacks. The picture Morrison's novel paints draws out empathetic
understanding. While it describes unbelievably painful events that most of us
haven't experienced, it shows its brilliance by coaching the reader t empathize by thinking of herself in someone
else's place. And it does this by unfolding the story little by little, telling of
actions and gut reactions, and leaving
some gaps fr the reader to fill in.
The award going to Morrison is a longoverdue affirmation of black heritage
inthe United States. Morrison writes
about her characters as people, and she
gives great weight to their experiences as
human beings, not as distant figures in
history. She is the first African American
to receive the award, and only the eighth

woman. She embraces the role of a black
woman novelist and, as she says in a 1988
interview with The Boston Globe, "I decided what that meant, decided what
that meant because I have claimed it. I
have claimed what I know. As a black
and a woman, I have had access to a
range of emotions and perceptions that
were unavailable to people who were
neither." The fact that her work as a black
woman novelist has been internationally
recognized is a formal statement; African American history is rich and deserves study.
Morrison, who was born in Lorain,
Ohio in 1931 and named Chloe Anthony
Wofford, has written six novels and
taught humanities at Howard, Yale and
currently Princeton. She published her
first novel, The Bluest Eye, in 1970. Since,
she has written Sula, Song of Solomon, Tar
Baby, Beloved, and most recently Jazz, in
1992. Scholars recognize her as a foundation voice for African-American women
writers. Besides this, the beauty of her
writing style is superlative by itself. Parts
of her books read like poetry, and her
dialogues are powerfully evocative. The
Swedish Academy cited the "epic power"
of her writing among its praises.
Toni Morrison's prize is a step forward for all that she stands for: African
Americans, women, and excellence in
literature.

Nelson Mandela and F.W. de Klerk
shared the Nobel Peace Prize for overcoming centuries of distrust bred by racial separation, and for pushing South
Africa toward democracy. De Klerk became South Africa's president in 1989
and immediately began working against
the apartheid laws of race division and
white supremacy. Nelson Mandela
launched the African National Congress
(ANC) guerrilla wing in 1960 to press for
a "democratic, non-racial South Africa."
Imprisoned by the government for 27
years, he was released in 1990 and is now
president of the ANC.
Mandela and de Klerk will be a warded
the 6.7 million Swedish Kroner ( about
$845,000) prize in Oslo on December 10.
F.W. de Klerk - The New York Times

Dr. J.H. Taylor ■ The New York Times
V-%"
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Dr. Joseph H. Taylor and Dr. Russell
A. Hulse were awarded the Nobel Prize
in physics. The two men used a 300meter-diameter radio telescope in Puerto
Rico to discover the first known binary
pulsar. A binary pulsar is a double star
that emits rapid pulses of radio energy.
The discovery has had an important impact on the study of gravity and has
shown strong support for several predic. tions related to Einstein's theory of relativity. The scientist's observations furnished indirect proof of the existence of
gravity waves.
This is the second time that a Nobel
Prize has been awarded to research involving pulsars
Information from the AP, Reuters, and the
New York Times.

Dr. R.A. Hulse -The New York Times

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
compiled by Tamara Rozental
Efforts to restore Reverend Aristide
to power in Haiti are halted
On October 12 President Clinton
removed the USS Harlan County from
Haiti and canceled the arrival of a
second boat load of American and Canadian troops. As part of an effort to
allow the return of the nation's president, Jean Bertrand Aristide, the ships
were supposed to land a week ago but
were denied access to Haitian coasts.
In an emergency session on October
16, the United Nations Security Council endorsed the deployment of US
warships to enforce sanctions against
Haiti and asked other nations to help
monitor the operation. The resolution
will turn pressure on Haiti's military
leaders to permit a UN mission to land
and to accept the return of the president. The council has already re-imposed sanctions which ban arms, military and police supplies, and petroleum from entering Haiti. Foreign assets of the anti-democratic government
are also to be frozen. Food and other
trade are not prohibited. Six warships
will be deployed outside Haiti to enforce the sanctions.
AP
Clinton doubles forces in Somalia
President Clinton decided to double
the number of US troops in Somalia
but promised to have all forces out in

six months. The troops' mission would
be to try to lay a stable foundation in the
country. The president said that 1,700
soldiers would be dispatched to ships
offshore Mogadishu along with 3,600
marines. Congress and military officials praised the announcement. UN
Secretary General Boutros BoutrosGhali has asked African, Arab and
Muslim leaders to meet to keep Somalia from anarchy before elections are
held. Congress and military officials
praised the announcement on the
"front," Mohammed Farah Aidid has
called for a cease-fire and has said his
Somali National Alliance would not
attack US or UN forces.
The New York Times
Yeltsin orders a referendum on a
new constitution
President Boris Yeltsin ordered a
popular referendum on December 12
on whether to accept a new constitution. Russians will vote for a two-chamber legislature and the new constitution of the Russian Federation. The
document would presumably declare
all of Russia a decentralized federal
state with locally-elected legislatures.
Yeltsin also banned fifteen newspapers
from circulation including Pravda, the
former Communist daily.
The leaders of the Russian rebellion,
former vice-presid ent Rutskoi and Pa rliament Chairman Khasbulatov now
face up to fifteen years in prison.
The New York Times
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Justifications of the horrible:
female genital mutilation
Cutting off a centimeter or so of the clitocontinued from pi
the secretions produced by the glands ris did not affect their ability to have
around the clitoris, labia majora and mi- pleasure, he said. They did not feel they
nora are simply foul-smelling and repul- had lost anything. When asked whether
sive. Because cleanliness is a matter of he might not experience a sense of loss if
pride amongst many women of these a centimeter or so of his penis were cut
tribes, female genital mutilation is man- off, he looked pained, and conceded he
datory in order to maintain that stan- would. But he stuck to his guns." Ha!
By extension, female genital mutiladard. As a result, the uncircumcised girl
in Egypt will be called Nigsa (unclean); tion is supposedly a guarantee of virginand the Arabic word for circumcision is ity upon marriage of a young woman. It
tahur, which means purity and cleanli- is "to protect and preserve the chastity of
ness. El Dareer, during her study of the young girls until the day they marry, and
custom, came across a woman who said, consummate the occasion," (Koso Tho"that men will not eat food prepared by mas). This is no joke, as the virginity of
uncircumcised women, and that she the bride is a vital part of the negotiations
could smell the female genitals in food
offered by an uncircumcised woman."
Not only this, but the clitoris in and of
"When asked whether he
itself is considered disgusting. After inmight not experience a
fibulation, the genital area theoretically
sense of loss if a centimeter
becomes a clean, smooth area, which is
considered aesthetic. El Dareer records
or so of his penis were cut
that there is a saying that would have it
off, [the doctor] looked
that if you look at female genitalia frepained."
quently by day, you will go blind. Another commonly held belief, is that the
clitoris can grow to the same size as the
male penis. It is then necessary to cut it surrounding marriage, as the paternity
off, before it starts hanging uncomforta- of the ensuing children and inheritance
bly between the girls' thighs. Thus, "ex- rights are clear. The mutilated woman
cision is important to preserving femi- will then find her matrimonial opportuninity," (Koso-Thomas). It would be nities increased and this is clearly an
important aspect of the survival of the
funny if it wasn't tragic.
The objective is not only to protect tradition. On the flip side, the argument
femininity, but to enhance it. Thus, exci- has it that a young woman who has not
sion is considered to increase fertility. been mutilated cannot possibly be a virSome believe that the secretions produced gin. Interestingly, even if a woman "misby the glands around the genitalia will behaves," all she needs to do, to restore
kill the man's sperm. The Bambara of the appearance of virginity is have herMali even believe that the organ is poi- self re-mutilated, sort of speak. El Dareer
sonous. It can kill a man if his penis is so writes of an example which she encountered in Sudan: "I saw
unlucky as to touch it.
one case of a 15 year old
Furthermore, the clitogirl
brought
to
ris, endowed with su"Excision is
Omdurman Hospital by
perhuman powers, can
her aunt. ... On examikill the baby on its way
important to
nation I found that she
into the world if the
preserving
was in the last weeks of
baby's head enters in
contact with it. If by any
femininity." (Koso- pregnancy, but her aunt
refused to accept this; I
chance an uncircumknew the girl was not
cised woman finds her- Thomas). It would
married. ... Eventually
self pregnant, her genibe funny if it
the aunt confessed and
tal may be cut off around
wasn't tragic.
agreed to a vaginal exthe sixth month of her
amination, but to our
pregnancy for that very
surprise the orifice was
same reason. To remove
the clitoris, is to ascertain that the woman so tight that was impossible, the aunt
will be able bear children as she should. confessed that the girl had been recirIn reality, the exact opposite occurs (cf cumcised when they discovered she was
pregnant."
previous article).
Last but not least, it is said that men
It should have already become clear
that the custom has a great deal to do prefer to have intercourse with mutiwith the subjection of women in the Af- lated women and that their sexual perrican tribe. Another of the main justifica- formance is thus enhanced. Koso Thotions for female genital mutilation should mas argues that the traditional African
only serve to confirm that impression. male feels the need to have complete
The custom is specifically designed to control over his sexual relationship with
control women's sexuality, aka sexual his wife. The clitoris, being analogous to
promiscuity in the language that this the male penis, provides additional expractice speaks. It is said in many Afri- citement for the male and can then lead
can communities that if the clitoris is left to premature ejaculation. This apparently
unharmed, the woman will become over- is seen as an affront and can cause strife
sexed which will cause her to make in- within the household. It is ironic that
cessant demandson her "poor" husband. what studies have been made indicate
If the latter is unable to satisfy her vorac- that an overwhelming majority of men
ity, the woman is likely to seek extra- prefer to make love to uncircumcised
marital adventures. These will bring women. Apparently, many resent the
shame and disgrace to the families con- woman's passivity. Here comes another
cerned and tear away at the social fabric. anecdote from Hannah Lightfoot-Klein.
Hannah Lightfoot-Klein gives an inter- They're so very interesting that I can't
esting account of an interview she held resist. This time she interviewed a doctor
with a psychiatrist in Sudan concerning regarding this issue: "He was married to
this issue: "He felt that a large clitoris two pharaonized women, and felt that
causes a lot of trouble. Girls fell from the operation made life smoother for him
their bicycles because of sexual by removing sexual tensions. He was
overstimulation if their clitorises were busy with his medical practice and could
not cut. He told me that they were 'con- not devote himself to his wives too often.
stantly being brought into the hospital This way he could have sex with them
having fallen off in a sexual swoon.' ... when he wanted, but they made no demands on him. He acknowledged that

the sexual response of a mutilated woman
could not be compared with that of an
unmutilated one and he preferred uncircumcised women himself."
So far, however, I have not evoked the
single most strongest reason for female
genital mutilation. As was suggested
above it is tradition. Custom is firmly
woven into the social fabric of African
tribes. They are left unquestioned. El
Dareer writes that, "Typical responses to
our question, 'Why do you continue to
circumcise women?' were on the lines of:
'It is our custom and we are powerless to
stop it' or 'Why should we stop doing it?'
It is believed that any attempt to abandon such customs would be met by the
disapproval of society manifested in ostracism and insults—especially in the
case of circumcision; the expression 'son
of an uncircumcised mother'is the strongest possible form of abuse." A refusal to
conform to tradition can be seen as a
forfeiture of one's rights as a tribe member. A failure to live by the accepted rules
is paid for dearly; the woman foregoes
her status as an accepted and respected
community member.
The importance of the custom is compounded by the fact that in many communities, genital mutilation is an inherent part of the initiation rite. A rich variety of symbols and activities, dancing,
singing, gift-giving etc. can surround the
genital mutilation. In fact, some women
are unwilling to abandon the custom
because they see it as the only rite which
is entirely controlled by women. It is
their special prerogative and responsibility in the community.
When religion is tacked onto tradition,
the custom becomes even more significant. In Sudan, where a significant Muslim community is to be found, female
genital mutilation is justified in connection with Islam. Few realize that the Koran does not command women to be
mutilated, even though the Prophet Mohammed did say: "Circumcision is an
ordinance in men and an embellishment
in women."
This all being said, it is absolutely vital
to understand that the reasons given for
female genital mutilation vary from tribe
to tribe, as does the practice itself. Within
a given community, there may be a great
deal of ambivalence concerning the custom, as well as there may be a wide

Circumcision is an
ordinance in men and
an embellishment in
women.
spectrum of opinions. In the same way,
great differences will be found between
urban and rural communities. For example, the practice is said to become
unpopular with the urban elite in some
countries such as Sierra Leone.
I feel it would completely defeat the
purpose of this article were the reader to
leave it without a sense of the degree of
variation in opinion and of the many
ways that female genital mutilation can
be justified in Africa. Though it is very
difficult to evaluate whether the custom
is moving towards its last breath, it is
clear that publicity campaigns and
women's groups in Africa are making
headway. In fact, in my next article, I will
approach some of these issues.
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Speak out now against
exploitation of women
by Idil Cakim
I was tired of reading and writing assignments. I wanted to see what was
going on beyond the walls of Bryn Mawr,
the women's college.
I picked up a magazine that I knew
usually had decent articles on political
and social issues. As I started flipping
through its pages, a collection of photos
caught my attention. These were scenes
from works of contemporary movie actresses. The first thought I had before
reading the article that followed these
photos was how well they were portraying the realities of women.
These women were plainly acting out
living personalities such as prostitutes,
sexually dissatisfied women, abused
women, distressed working women, lesbian couples. They were raising their
voices on issues that are considered to be
taboo by conservative standards. They
were speaking out for millions of women
who were told to shut up by their elders,
husbands, and close communities. In one
scene someone said, "He beats me;" in
another someone else said, "I want to
find the woman in me," while another
actress cried a different story: "It is not
pleasurable when they touch me."
I thought these voices were important.
They represented a female consciousness of social issues where women were
discarded or pushed into inferior roles.
Not everyone was listening to them,
however. The article that accompanied
the photos consisted of comments by
recognized plastic surgeons who looked

at these women out of context and purpose. They all agreed that if these actresses were going to try to attract viewers by stripping (photos were specifically chosen from scenes where women
were semi-naked) they might as well
have done it in an aesthetically pleasing
fashion. They of<ourse had suggestions
on nose lifts, removal of bags under eyes,
areas that needed to be "saved" by liposuction.
Hats off to their boldness of style! Their
message was direct and their sexism was
quite blatant. I do not know what anyone
else might have gotten from the article,
but I read that titles and degrees do not
necessarily equal objectivity or openmindedness.
"
The commentators were drowning
within the limits of their vision. They not
only did not recognize the existing social
problems surrounding them, but they
also openly put down the aesthetic image of women.
My personal ideas on a random article
I read might sound too redundant to
occupy space in a newspaper, but I
thought I'd speak anyhow. I believe that
Bryn Mawr education is not simply piling up information in the mind. It is the
formation and the strengthening of the
female identity as well. The social consciousness I have acquired gave me the
urge to raise my voice. Having the courage to oppose when necessary and the
educated mind to ask questions are two
of the gifts Mawrters have. So, please do
not lower your voices after the Greek
chant; keep on speaking.

News from the
Women's Center
The co-coordinators of The Women's
Centerwouldliketoannouncetheopening of the center and welcome all members of the community to visit. Come by
the center to hang out, lounge on our
pillows and relieve yourself of stress or
browse through our collection of books,
newsletters and music by women. We
also invite all Feminist and Gender Studies majors and minors to use the center's special resources. The Women's
Center is located on the first floor of
Merion, second door on the left. Use the
Public Safety entrance, follow the signs.
NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS AT
THE WOMEN'S CENTER
TELL-A-WOM AN is a Philadelphia publication with articles by women and announcements of events for women.
LADIES FIRST is a Midwest newsletter
for aspiring women entrepreneurs.
FEMINISTS FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS is
a publication of articles, poems and drawings byecofeminists whoseek to bringabout
awareness of the connections between the
exploitation of women and of animals.
WOMEN AND REVOLUTION is a journal of articles by women of the Spartacist
League.
CONFERENCES:
ZORA NEALE HURSTON FESTIVAL
OF THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES in
Eatonville, Florida, Jan. 24-30,1994 will
host various speakers including Maya
Angelou, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Spike
Lee, Toni Morrison and Alice Walker.
Tel. (407) 647-3307 for more information.

INTERDISCIPLINARY AND IDENTITY hosted by the University of Delaware's Women's Studies Interdisciplinary Program is accepting proposals
concerning the direction and growth of
women's studies. The proposal deadline is Nov. 1, 1993. The conference
takes place on April 15-16,1994 and the
keynote speaker is bell hooks.
INTERNSHIPS:
THE CONCORD FEMINIST HEALTH
CENTER of Concord, New Hampshire
is looking for women interested in reproductive rights and women's health
issues to intern during the Spring semester of 1994. The internship offers
experience in clinical work and organizational projects. Previous clinical experience is not necessary. Tel. (603) 2252739 for more information.
THE WOMEN'S MEDICAL FUND of
Philadelphia is offering workstudy positions as Director's Assistant and Telephone Counselor/ Volunteer Trainer
for Spring 1994. Tel. 923-4060 for more
information.
ATTENTION WOMEN WRITERS:
WOMEN'S THEATER FESTIVAL of
Philadelphia is accepting submissions
for the 1994 festival. Send self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box
53598, Philadelphia, PA. 19105.
ATTENTION VOLUNTEERS:
ELIZABETH BLACKWELL HEALTH
CENTER FOR WOMEN is looking for
people to volunteer one Saturday a
month to help guarantee safe, legal abortions for its patients. Tel. 923-1124 for
more information.

by Brinda Ganguly
I can feel the adrenaline rush as I see
the enormous complex in the distance,
and even in my parents' voices I can
detect a hint of excitement. The great,
sprawling buildings stand before me,
and I look upon with wonder as filled
buses occupy the lane space in front of
our compact Honda Civic. Ma, sitting in
the passenger seat, is frantically giving
my father directions so that he does not
miss the most direct entrance, for we do
not want to waste any time. The cause for
all of this emotion is scarcely intellectual,
as would be expected from the typical
Bryn Mawr student and her family—
instead, it is Potomac Mills Mall, the
largest outlet complex in Virginia.
The three of us strongly debate in the
car as to whether we want to shop together, or whether we want to go our
own separate ways. Ma and I quickly
decide that it would be best if we travel
individually, while my father is driving
a hard campaign so as to keep this expedition as short as possible. He is ignored
as Ma and I allot ourselves nearly two
hours to bargain-hunt, pick a place to
meet, and kiss good-bye; he shrugs and
accepts his fate.
The next period is a blur, as I roam
from store to store: Saks Fifth Avenue,

Lily of France, Eddie Bauer, Hahn Shoes.
It is so difficult to choose, and even good
deals begin to appear somewhat shabby
(because everything is relative in the art
of shopping which could actually be
looked upon as a class in economics. Ok,
maybe that is stretching the truth somewhat, but it was a nice try.) Hoards of
people are wandering around, each holding numerous bags as evidence of their
purchases, and attempting to keep track
of their wild, screaming kids. It's hot and
sweaty, and I find myself becoming irritable.
The three Ganguly troopers meet back
again at five o'clock. I have purchased a
pair of boots, Ma has bought gifts, and
my father is the proud new owner of a
Prince tennis racket. We congratulate
each other on our once-in-a-Iifetimefinds, and hurriedly escape to the salvation of the cool, airy outdoors. After
scrunching into the car, as we watch the
buildings pass by, we agree amongst
ourselves that our once a season outlet
shopping trip is more than enough.
*If you are a bargain hunter, then the
Potomac Mills Mall is about half an hour
south of Washington, D.C., past Reston
and Alexandria. Visited daily by thousands of people, it has over 100 namebrand stores (including department and
specialty).
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SET YOUR PRIORI-TEA-S
by Julia Alexander
Lantern Night has just gone by, and all of the frosh have a nice string of tea
invitations. How many teas will they go to? Well, that's all a matter of how they set
their priorities! Teas are not only an excellent way to meet people, they're one of the
few traditionally sanctioned ways of cooling off and de-stressing. Take advantage of
Lantern Night teas, even if you're not a frosh, because they're cheap and fun. Lots of
fun. Really.
This year, there seem to be a lot of teas out at Brecon. Go for it, you wild and crazy
Breconites! For those of you who don't know where Brecon is, there are several easy
ways to find it. The number one easy way to get to Brecon is to wait at the Campus
Center, Pern Arch, or the PSB, and catch the Public Safety shuttle, which runs about
every half hour. It's free and approachable, and it saves your legs. The next easiest
way is to follow the sidewalk that goes in front of Canaday all the way down...past
the playing fields, up the stairs, between the faculty houses, across the road, and up
the driveway. Other options include taking a taxi out, or getting a chartered tour
bus.... We don't suggest those, since they are expensive, and not so rewarding as a
nice little jaunt up and down the staircase of destiny.
Here's a list of most of the teas, by dorm.
Brecon:
The Mad Hatter's Un-birthday Par-tea. Fri. Oct. 29,8 pm.
E-tea, the Extra-Tea-resstrial. Sat. Oct. 30,9 pm.
Fros-tea. Fri. Nov. 19,8-10 pm.
Black & White Tea. Sat. Nov. 6, 8 pm.
John Tea. Fri. Nov. 5,9 pm.
Tea-n Angst. Fri. Nov. 12, 8 pm.
Creativi-tea. Sun. Dec. 12,7 pm.
Come Be Dain-tea. Sat. Apr. 9, 3:30 pm.
Erdman:
I want to be dir-tea. Fri. Nov. 12,11 pm.
Early 8-teas, the Reagan Years. Feb. 2,1994, 9:30pm-2am
Heather's Designer Tea. Nov. 26,9-11 pm.
Denbigh:
Wri-tea-ng. Fri. Nov. 5,8-10 pm.
Tea-l/Chocola-tea. Fri. Feb. 11, 10 pm. Wear teal.
Pern East:
Guillo-tea / Liber-tea, Fraterni-tea, Equali-tea. Sat. Nov. 20, 9 pm.
British Come-tea. Dec. 4, 2-5 pm.
Merion:
Agatha Chris-tea. Sat. Oct. 23,2:30-5:30pm.
Seattle Speciali-tea. Fri. Nov. 12, 8 pm.
Rhoads:
Ego-tea-st. Fri. Nov. 12,10pm - lam.
Tropicali-tea (aka Tea-ki) Fri. Nov. 19, 8pm - lam.
Rockefeller:
Christiani-tea. Dec. 8, 8 pm.
Creativi-tea. Sat. Nov. 6, 9 pm.
Other Places:
International Frivoli-tea. Nov. 6,8 - 11pm, Radnor.
Russky Unpredictabili-tea. Nov. 6, 9pm - lam, Batten House.
Cat-tea in the Hat-tea. Fri. Oct. 22,9pm - lam, Pern. W.
Japanese Immortali-tea. Thurs. Oct. 21, 7 - 9:30pm, Thomas 110
If I missed your tea, don't be offended. I was working off of the invites being tied to
the lanterns on Thursday night.
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Dates Women Make
Tuesday, October 19
1:15 pm Women Writers at Bryn Mawr:
Frances Hoekstra (fiction). Followed
by a workshop. Campus Center 105.
Thursday, October 21
8 pm The Philadelphia Orchestra,
Myung-Whun Chung, conductor.
Mahler, Symphony #1 in D major.
Call 893-1930.
(also October 22 at 2pm, October 23,
26 at 8pm)
ESPN "Out on the Town" series: Marabella's Italian restaurant.
Saturday, October 23-November 28
Museum Studies I: Sherri Levine.
Glass sculptures displayed on grand
pianos at the Philadelphia Art Museum.
Sunday, October 24
3pm The Soyer/Lipkin Duo. Five
Beethoven cello sonatas with cello and
piano. Thomas Great Hall.
Thursday, October 28
8pm Charles Dutoit, conductor;
Maxim Vengerov, violin. Stucky,
Mendelssohn and Brahms, (also October 29, 30)
Friday, November 4
ESPN Out on the Town: Equator African-Caribbean restaurant.

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford
Orchestra is performing
on October 23, Haverford
Parents Day, at 8 pm in
Marshall Auditorium. This
fine ensemble, led by
Geoffrey Michaels, will
perform Tschaikovsky s
Overture to Romeo and
Juliet.
Can t make it? Don t
worry. There will be another performance on October 30 at Bryn Mawr,
this time highlighting
Beethoven s Pastoral
Symphony.

ATHLETE OF THE ISSUE
Sponsored by the Cafe
Senior Volleyball Co-captain Jen
Duclos had an excellent Seven Sisters
Tournament over Fall Break. Over
the course of five games she led the
team with 63 digs, committed a mere
8 errors, and had 43 kills. Congratulations on a fine performance and
enjoy your $5.00 gift certificate to the
Cafe.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)
By this time in your life you've realized that nothing ever stays the same,
and this week might be when you really
notice things not staying the same. Look
up from your hectic schedule and take
the time to observe. You just might be
surprised!
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 19)
You're gonna like this. Lady Oracle
foresees a lift in your spirits, a day when
you notice the fall foliage and find it
strikingly beautiful, a day when you
finally figure out a paper topic, a day
when you realize your friends are wonderful human beings.
Hold on to it—a long winter is coming.

<

Aries (March 20-Apr 19)
Beware of stress. You're surviving
your midterms. You are. You are a lean,
mean school machine. You can do it.
May I suggest dancing on the furniture
to wicked cool music for 15 minutes a
day? Housekeeping won't mind. Anyway, do keep things in perspective—if

DormTrick-or-Treating Sponsored by Residence Council
Friday October 29 from 4:30 to 6:00
pm. Sign up to hand out candy. Make the
children of your favorite professor or faculty member very happy. See your dorm
vice-president for more details. We must
have 15% of each dorm participate so that
it is worthwhile for everyone involved.

The Call of the Owl

SPORT SHORTS
SOCCER
Tuesday marked the annual Bryn Mawr-Haverford matchup, the rain and slushy field contributed to the 0-0 overtime
tie. Over Saturday of Fall Break the Mawrters traveled to
Gettysburg to battle the Centennial Conference powerhouse.
Unfortunately the GRE's and injuries prevented the full
squad from participating. The final outcome was 4-0 in favor
of Gettysburg.]
VOLLEYBALL
The Marwters captured a fourth place finish in the Seven
Sisters Tournament at Vassar over Fall Break. This is the first
time Bryn Mawr has made it to the winners bracket in
tournament history. Mount Holyoke and Wellesley fell victim to the Mawrters and they managed to take a game apiece
from Smith, Vassar, and Mills.
FIELD HOCKEY
The Bryn Mawr-Muhlenberg match up on Wednesday
ended in a 3-0 win for the Mules.
In better news, the Mawrters chalked up a 2-1 win against
Western Maryland over Fall Break. Jewel Goode and Sam
Coit had goals for the gold and black.
CROSS COUNTRY
Next weekend fourteen runners will travel to Smith for the
Seven Sisters competition. Good Luck!

LADY
_
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by Molly Malone
In the past, interest among Bryn Mawr
students in community service has been
limited. During the last two years, however, there has been an overwhelming
increase in those wanting to widen their
perspectives on the world by helping
others. We are seeing a renewed interest
in the community we live in and our
place in it. The Owl's Wing, Bryn Ma wr's
student-run community service office
and an extension of Haverford's 8th Dimension, provides opportunities for
those students who want to enrich the
sometimes overwhelming learning experience here in the bi-co system. Many
Mawrters feel as if they don't have time
to participate in community service, but
it only takes a few hours a week (you
probably spend that much time flossing
your teeth or trying to creatively avoid
studying!) In other words, procrastinate
productively by volunteering! Getting
out into the "real world" can also be just
as educational as sitting in Canaday, and
it helps to put things in perspective. Let's
not worry so much about mid-terms and
make a lasting impression on the community as the strong, intelligent, and
dedicated women we really are.
Students who want to volunteer have
a multitude of choices through the Owl's
Wing and 8th Dimension. Opportunities
range from one-time, low-commitment
projects such as the AIDS Walk (October
17) and Special Olympics (October 30th)
to semester long projects like Elderly
Outreach, Kid's Connection, and Street
Outreach, as well as the HOAP Spring
Break trip. No matter what your interests, time commitments, or hobbies are,
there is a project perfect for you!
The Owl's Wing office is located in the
basement of the campus center and there
is an information board above the copy
machine. Come by and check out the
exciting and enriching opportunities
available.

ORACLE

you run into a crisis, it won't be as bad as
you think.
Taurus (Apr 21-May 20)
That floating, detached feeling should
not give you any cause for alarm. You'll
find yourself on firm ground soon. In the
meantime, do things that you want to do.
Get off campus and eat a lot of ice cream.
Sleep really late next Sunday. Yeah.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Power and prosperity await you, I just
know it. It may be after you've paid off
your student loans, but it's there. Seriously, you may find yourself being able
to treat yourself to a luxury. If you do, go
for it! Be careful of frivolous spending,
but there is something that would be nice
for you to have.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Is your social life a bit frustrating now?
I know-it's not the beginning of the semester when you get to know everybody
in your classes and who eats lunch when
you do. Now you can't find the time to
call your mother, let alone cultivate

friendships. But don't worry—now is
the time to cherish the friends you do
have.

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)
Your natural confidence and panache
are back after a station break! People are
noticing, too—you're a lot of fun to be
around and you're enjoyingother people.
Use your friendliness to make somebody
who's a bit down smile. The rewards will
be wonderful.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22)
Will, things are ticking along at a
steady pace, as usual. But maybe some
unforseen romance will creep into your
life. When this happens, take advantage
of your new-found energy and conquer
the world! You can do it.
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
Having a happy birthday? Now is a
wicked good time to travel, if you can
manage it. You'll really benefit from seeing a different part of the world. Perspective is a theme here. Going away helps to
keep it, somewhat.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)
Don't stop know! Yes, I know things
are getting kind of tedious and monotonous, fall break has come and gone and
school is still here. If you hang in there,
though, you'll come out on top. Your
hard wok will pay off. Confidence!

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 20)
Too many things to do and no time to
do them!
At least you want to be doing most of
these things. Your enthusiasm surprises
you sometimes. On the other hand, those
things you don't want to do are really
annoying. This is natural. Don't worry.
They'll go away soon.
Capricorn (Dec 20-Jan 19)
Now is a good time to checkout what's
going on at home. Drop a note in the mail
or make a phone call, just tostay in touch.
If you were there over fall break, you
might want to find out how much everyone misses you, now that you're gone
again.
If you weren't, you might want to remind people that you're still alive.

